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CuPd bimetallic solvated metal atoms (SMA) synthesized by 
metal vapor synthesis (MVS) technique and supported on poly-
4-vinylpyridine (PVPy) resin, showed significantly higher cata-
lytic activity in Sonogashira-type carbon–carbon coupling reac-
tions than the corresponding monometallic Cu and Pd systems 
as well as their physical mixture. The analysis of the bimetallic

1. Introduction

Bimetallic systems, thanks to their catalyt ic, electronic and opti-
cal properties, are of great interest from both a scientific and 
an industrial point of view.[1–4] The catalytic properties of these 
systems are greatly influenced by the size and shape of their 
particles, similar to monometallic systems, as well as by their 
chemical states and the distribution of the two metals within 
the individual nanoparticles (e.g. alloying, core–shell structure, 
or segregation).[5–8]

Supported bimetallic nanoparticles (NPs) deriving from 
a combination of group VIII atoms (e.g. Pd) and group IB ones 
(e.g. Cu) have been extensively studied in different chemical 
catalytic processes such as the reduction of nitrates and ni-
trites,[9, 10] hydrogenation reactions,[11, 12] CO[13] or volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs)[14] catalytic oxidations, and the electro-
chemical oxidation of methanol.[15] Theoretical studies demon-
strated that the marked electron donor character of Cu, in 
CuPd NPs, modifies the electronic properties of Pd, which acts 
as an acceptor, by lowering the Pd d-band and injecting elec-
tronic charge in the 5sp-one.[16, 17] Recently, the presence of Cu 
in CuPd NPs proved to significantly enhance the catalytic per-
formances of Pd catalysts in carbon–carbon coupling reactions 
(e.g. Suzuki–Miyaura and Sonogashira reactions) allowing the

catalyst combining transmission electron microscopy tech-
niques and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy 
revealed the presence of small Pd nanoparticles (dm= 2.5 nm) 
while the analysis of the X-ray absorption data, at the Cu K-
edge suggests the formation of thin and incomplete Cu oxide 
layers around the Pd-rich cores.

development of new CuPd catalysts that require also a reduced 
amount of precious Pd metal.[18–31]

The cross-coupling of a sp2-carbon of an aryl or vinyl halide 
with a terminal sp hybridized carbon from an alkyne, common-
ly termed as Sonogashira reaction, is one of the most powerful 
tools to prepare important precursors of natural products, 
agrochemicals and pharmaceuticals, as well as molecular mate-
rials (optical or electronic) .[32–36] Homogeneous palladium salts 
or organometallic complexes with an excess of phosphine li-
gands together with copper(I) species are commonly used as 
catalysts to facilitate the coupling through the transmetallation 
of alkynes.[36] On the other hand, the development of support-
ed catalysts is a promising way to ensure an easy separation 
and reusability of the catalytic systems, avoiding environmen-
tal pollution coming from heavy metallic ions.[32]

Herein, we report the synthesis of a CuPd bimetallic catalyst 
derived from Cu and Pd vapors, according to the metal vapor 
synthesis (MVS) techni que, and supported on a comm ercially 
available poly-4-vinylpyridine cross-linked with divinylbenzene 
(PVPy) resin.[37]

The CuPd/PVPy system showed a high catalytic activity in 
the Sonogashira reacti on of iodobenzene with phenylacetylene 
carried out with a molar ratio iodide/Pd = 1000 at 95 8C in air 
atmosphere, resulting in 100% conversion after 2.5 h (specific 
activity, SA =520 h1).[38] The catalytic efficiency of CuPd/PVPy 
was higher than previo usly reported supported CuPd bimetal-
lic systems,[22–26] taking also into account the low doses em-
ployed. Moreover, thanks to the coordinative capability the 
PVPy support, the amounts of metals leached by the CuPd/
PVPy system were very low (0.6 ppm of Pd and 3.0 ppm of Cu 
in the crude reaction product) with respect to the ones of an 
analogous system supported on carbon.[38]

In this paper, we show the catalytic performances of the 
CuPd/PVPy system in Sonogashira coupling reaction of phenyl-
acetylene with 4-iodobenzene compared with those of the 
analogously prepared Pd or Cu monometallic catalysts (Pd/
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PVPy or Cu/PVPy) and of their equivalent mixture (Pd/PVPy+
Cu/PVPy). Results obtained with the bimetallic system in Sono-
gashira reactions with different (hetero)aryl iodides are also re-
ported.

In order to gain a deeper insight into the relationship be-
tween the catalytic efficiency of the CuPd/PVPy system and its
structur features,al a detailed structural characterization was
performed. The size distribution of the nanoparticles and the
metal dispersion on the PVPy support were investigated by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-angle annu-
lar dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) combined with energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) to obtain the Cu and Pd elemental maps. The
structur characterization of the catalysts at the Pdal K edge
was already published[38], whereas we report herein the struc-
ture of the Cu atoms in the bimetallic sample by using X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAFS) at the Cu K-edge. The extend-
ed X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and near edge
(XANES) spectra of the bimetallic catalysts and of the reference
samples (Cu2O and CuO bulk oxides and Cu foil) have been
taken into account. Structural information concerning the co-
ordination numbers (N) interatomic distances (R) and Debye-
Waller factors (s2) of the bimetallic sample have been achieved
by the EXAFS data analysis and have been confirmed by the
fitting procedure applied to the XANES spectrum.

2. Results and Discussion

Transmission electr on microscopy (TEM) analysis of the MVS-
derived CuPd/PVPy system revealed that the res in was densely
populated by metal nanoparticles distr ibuted in a narrow
range (1.0 nm–4.5 nm) with a mean diameter (dm) of about
2.5 nm and a standard deviation (SD) of 0.7 nm (Figure 1). The
representative micrograph shows the presence of nanoparti-

cles well embedded in the polymeric resin in agreement with
previously reports on the strong affinity of metal nanoparticles
with the pyridine moiety of the support.[37] On the other hand,

the monometallic Pd/PVPy system synthesized using the same
procedure contained metal particles with slightly larger sizes
(dm=2.9 nm; SD=1.3 nm) and a broader size distribution (1.0–
7.5 nm) (see Figure 2), indicating that the presence of Cu af-
fects the metal atoms aggregatio High resolution TEM andn.
lattice fringe analysis of the PVPy-supported bimetallic cata-
lysts revealed the presence of nanostructured Pd particles
having a contracted face cubic centered (fcc) structure.[38] The
CuPd/PVPy catalyst showed a high dispersion of the Pd and
Cu phases within the PVPy support as evidenced by STEM- EDS
elemental maps of a representative catalyst grain reported in
Figure 3. The resulting EDS spectrum analysis gave a Pd/Cu
molar ratio of 2.2, which is very similar to that revealed by in-
ductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP
OES) analysis (Pd/Cu molar ratio 2.0 correspond ing to 1.0 wt.%
of Pd and 0.3 wt.% of Cu on PVPy).

Like HRTEM, also EXAFS data analysis at the Pd K-edge
showed the presence of small fcc Pd nanoparticles having con-
tracted interatomic distances[38,39] in the case of the bimetallic
sample and that both the monometallic and the bimetallic cat-

Figure 1. Representative TEM micr ograph and nanopartic size distributionle
of the bimetallic CuPd/PVPy talyst.ca

Figure 2. Representative TEM micr ograph and nanopartic size distributionle
of the monometallic Pd/PVPy catalyst.



alysts have a first shell Pd–O contributio n.[38] As recently found
using XPS investigations of MVS-derived samples,[40], Pd atoms
are mainly present in a Pd0 phase, but small amounts can be
in a Pd2+ one. Owing to the rather small dimensions of the Pd-
based nanoparticles, the Pd atoms on the surface of the nano-
particles can be easily oxidized to form thin surface layers of
PdO when treated air atmosphere. It is important to stressin
that these thin oxide layers do not affect the catalytic proper-
ties of the catalysts, because similar results were obtained in
Sonogashira reactions carried out both in air and in inert (i.e.
argon) atmosphere, as reported below.

The EXAFS data analysis at the Pd K-edge gave also a small
Pd–Cu contribution with an interatomic distance, 2.68 .R= 

Concerning the XAFS data analysis, at the Cu K-edge
(Figure 4), in the monometallic Cu/PVPy sample, no metallic
phase was found.[41] The deposition of monometallic Cu on
PVPy resulted in the formation of Cu2O nanoparticles,[41] as al-
ready observed by other authors,[42] with a thin CuO surface
layer. The presence of Cu2O nanoparticles, in the Cu/PVPy

monometallic sample, is clearly visible from the position of the
peak in the near edge region shown in Figure 4 (dotted line).
This single absorption peak is normally assigned to the electric

dipole-allowed transitions, characteristic of Cu1+ (3d10) samples
like Cu2O.

[43] As already reported[38] and will be further on con-
firmed, the Cu/PVPy monomet lic system resulted almosal t inac-
tive in the reaction conditions used for Sonogashira coupling
reactions.

The analysis of the bimetallic CuPd/PVPy sample, at the Cu
K-edge, more complex. As reported in ble 1, in thiswas Ta
sample there was no presence of a Cu2O-like structure (see
Figure 5). Bulk Cu2O has a cubic structure with two oxygen
atoms as nearest neighbors at a distance of about 1.85 . [44]

However, the first shell Cu–O distance given by the EXAFS data
analysis of the CuPd sample was longer (1.94 ) and similar to
the CuO bond distances typical of Cu2+ compounds like CuO.
CuO has a monoclinic crystal structure with Cu atoms having
octahedral distorted oxygen coordination with 4 O atoms at
about 1.96 in a square-type configuration and two axial O
atoms at a quite long distance of about 2.78 . [45] Probably
due to high Debye–Waller factors and/or interference with
other higher coordination shells contributions, en if present,ev
the EXAFS ta analysis of bulk CuO does not give this longda

axial Cu–O distance (see ble 1).Ta [46] The EXAFS data analysis of
the CuPd/PVPy sample revealed the presence of two Cu–O co-
ordination shells consistent with Cu2+ ions coordinated with O
atoms at short (1.94 ) and longer (2.52 ) distances an Cu–d a
Pd contribution exhibiting a distance and coordination
number compatible with the results obtained at the Pd K-
edge.[38] The two erent Cu–O distances found were alsodiff
confirmed by the presence of the two peaks (labelled C and D)
between 8981 eV and 8993 in the first derivative of theeV
XANES spectrum of the CuPd sample (Figure 5) that are nor-
mally associated to a tetragonal distortion of the CuO6 octahe-
dron[47–49] that gives shorter equatorial and longer axial CuO

Figure 3. High-angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF)-STEM image (the
length of the bar corresponds to 10 nm) of a grain of the CuPd/PVPy cata-
lyst (left side) and STEM-EDS mapping of the catalyst showing the Pd and
Cu dispersion present in the catalyst (right side).

Figure 4. Normalized XANES spectra of the monometallic Cu/PVPy and bi-
metallic CuPd/PVPy catalysts compared to the ones of the reference sam-
ples.

Table 1. Results achieved from the EXAFS data analysis at the Cu K-edge
[k2-weighting and fitting rang (2.7–12.2)e: 1] .

Sample Coordination shell N R [] s2 [2]

Cu foil Cu–Cu 1st shell 12 (fixed) 2.544(7) 0.0044(4)
R-factor 0.005=

Cu2O Cu–O (Cu +) 2 (fixed) 1.854(7) 0.0045(4)
R-factor 0.01 Cu–Cu (Cu= +) 12 (fixed) 3.024(8) 0.0097(7)

CuO Cu–O (Cu2+ ) 4 (fixed) 1.955(7) 0.0024(3)
R-factor 0.004 Cu–Cu (Cu= +) 4 (fixed) 2.901(8) 0.0035(4)

CuPd/PVPy Cu–O(Cu+) 3.2(4) 1.94(2) 0.0042(4)
R-factor 0.003 Cu–O(Cu= +) 1.3(3) 2.52(2) 0.0071(6)

Cu–Pd 0.8(2) 2.68(2) 0.0084(5)



bonds. In the absence of a tetragonal distortion, the splitting
observed in Figure 6 disappears. When the tetragonal distor-
tion is present, it was shown[47,48] that there also is a relation
between the difference of these two distances he amou of(t nt

distortion) and the energy separation of the two characteristic
features. In our case, we found a distortion or a positive elon-
gation of about 0.58 and an energy separation comparable

to the value reported in Ref [19].
Cu2+ ions have a 3d9 electronic configuration and looking at

Figure 4, the structure on the rising edge of the CuPd/PVPy
XANES spectrum is the convolution of two contributions
(energy range 8974 eV–8980 eV),which is better visible in the
plot of the first derivative of the near edge region reported in
Figure 6. These contributions are a weak pre-edge absorption
feature, A, corresponding to a 1s 3d dipole-forbidde! n but
quadrupole-allowed transition,[43] characteristic of Cu2+ (3d9)
compounds like CuO and a 1s!4p transition contribution, B,
indicating a Cu2+ reduction: as clearly visible in ble 1, miss-Ta
ing a Cu-Cu contribution this B feature could be related to the
small Cu-Pd contribution given by the EXAFS data analysis.[50]

Taking into account the results achieved by the EXAFS data
analysis and a very simple model, using the MXAN[51] program,
we tried to reproduce the features B, C and D observed in the
first derivative of the XANES spectrum of the bimetallic CuPd
sample (see Figure 6). Due to the coordina on numberti s found,
we considered Cu atoms forming thin, defective, and incom-
plete oxide shells around partially oxidized nanoparticles.Pd

Different models have been initially tested using separately six
and five fold clusters, but we were not able to reproduce the
observed features. Taking into account the coordination num-
bers given by the EXAFS data analysis and reported in ble 1,Ta

we achieved a good fitting (error function value, Rsq=0.8) only
when two different structural six and five fold sites were in-
cluded: an octahedron with a tetragonal distortion and a trigo-

nal bi-pyramidal one. The five-fold trigonal bipyramidal site
helps taking into account the defective and incomplete oxide
shell that can cause a departure from the octahedral coordina-
tion. [52] The CuO6 octahedron included four equat orial O atoms
and an axial one treated as free parameters, whereas the other
axial one was fixed at the elongated value found (2.52 ). The
trigonal bipyramidal cluster included three equatorial O atoms
at a fixed value of 1.95 , an axial Pd atom at 2.68 (fixed)
and an axial O atom taken as free parameter. In both sites, the
coordination angles were kept fixed and during the fittin g pro-
cedures the two sites were continuously and separately opti-
mized until a reasonable convergence was reached. kingTa
into account the simple model used, the agreement with the
experimental XANES spectrum shown in Figure 7 is quite good
over the whole ergy range used. The XANEen S analysis con-
firmed the need to include the Cu–Pd and the elongated Cu–
O axial distances.

While in the monometallic Cu/PVPy sample there was the
formation of Cu2O nanoparticles, in the bimetallic one we
found the formation of a Cu2+ like oxide. The difference be-

Figure 5. Fourier transforms of the experimental (full lines) and theoretical
(dashed lines) EXAFS spectra of the CuPd/PVPy sample compared to the
ones of reference samples.

Figure 6. First derivatives of the normalized X-ray absorption spectra, (E), ofm

the bimetallic CuPd/PVPy catalyst and of the Cu foil, CuO and Cu2O refer-
ence samples.



tween the formed oxides in the monometallic and bimetallic
samples can probably be related to structural constrains, pres-
ent in the CuPd/PVPy sample, depending on lattice mismatch-
es between the Pd core an d external layer that can influence
the stoichiometry of the oxide layer. Probably the large lattice
mismatch between cubic Cu2O and the Pd nanoparticles, that
have an f.c.c. structure, favors the formation of the Cu2+ like
oxide shell and not the Cu2O one.[53]

Concerning the surface position of the Cu2+ ions, the sur-
face segregation of copper in CuPd catalysts[2] is well known.
The presence of air surely favors the formation of copper oxide

species by the oxidation of the starting Cu0 atoms and oxida-
tion itself, being energetically favored (heat of formation of
CuO 157.3 kJmol= 1) causes further segregation of Cu onto

the top layers. The presence of copper oxide on the surface of
the Pd nanoparticles could also explain the higher catalyt ic ac-
tivity of the bimetallic catalysts. As shown by Dai et al. ,[54]

copper oxide prevents the aggregation of the palladium nano-
particles. This is clearly what we observed in the HRTEM analy-
sis of the bimetallic sample (see Figure 1 and Figure that3 )
gives a narrow distribution of smaller sized nanoparticles.

The catalytic performances of the bimetallic CuPd/PVPy
system were herein compared with those obtained by using
the corresponding monometallic systems as well as their mix-
ture. The Sonogashira-type carbon–carbon coupling reactions
of phenylacetylene with 4-iodotoluene, chosen as model reac-
tion, were carried out in water under air by using low catalyst
molar ratio (corresponding to 0.1 mol% of Pd and 0.05 mol%,
of Cu, with respect to the iodide; see Figure 8). The CuPd/PVPy
system showe high catalytic activity in the reaction of 4-io-d a
dotolue with phenylacetylene, affording 98ne % of iodide con-
version after (SA 167 h4 h = 1). On the other hand, under the
same reaction conditions the equivalent physical mixture of
the monometallic systems (Pd/PVPy Cu/PVPy) was signifi cant-+

ly less active (SA 43 h= 1, 26% conversion after 4 h) and simi-
lar results were obtained by using the monometallic Pd/PVPy
system (29% conversion after 4 h), whereas the Cu/PVPy mon-
ometallic system was almost inactive (less than conversion3%
after 4 h). Catalytic tests carried out under inert atmosphere
(i.e. argon) led to comparable results (23.5% of iodide conver-
sion after 1 h, SA=157 h1, and 97% conversion after 4 h),
proving that air does not affect the catalytic properties of the
catalytic system. The substrate scope of the Sonogashira reac-
tion prom ed by the CuPd/PVPy was investigated by usingot
different (hetero)aryl iodides containing both electron donat-

ing groups as well as electron withdrawing groups (Table 1S)
with aryl acetylenes. In all of the cases, the desired alkyne
products were isolated in good to excellent yields (63%–96%).

The higher catalytic efficiency of the bimetallic system com-
pared to that of the corresponding monometallic Pd and Cu
systems and of their equivalent physical mixture, shown in
Figure 8, suggests that the presence of a Cu–Pd interaction
favors a synergic effect between the two metals in Sonoga-
shira reaction, increasing significantly (about 4 times) the activ-
ity of the catalyst.

The formation of a Cu oxide shell on the surface of metal Pd
nanoparticles could explain this effect. Although the catal yti-
cally active species involved in the coupling reaction mecha-
nism are still not well known,[36] it has already been observed
that the increase of the catalytic activity in the presence of
copper oxide species agrees with the formation of transient
Cu-acetylide species which leads to alkynylpalladium(II) deriva-
tives by transmetallation which proceeds to give the required
coupled products and to regenerate the active Pd species.[24]

Figure 7. Comparison between the experimental data (dots) and the MXAN fit (continuous line) of the XANES region of the CuPd/PVPy catalyst ; in the inset
the first derivatives of the experimental near edge data (dots) and of the theoretical ones (full line).



3. Conclusions

A PVPy-supported CuPd bimetallic catalyst was prepared by
co-evaporation of Pd and Cu bulk metals, according to MVS
synthetic procedure. The system showed higher catalytic effi-
ciency than the analog sly prepared Pd and Cu monometallicou
system and their equivalent mixture in Sonogash ira type
carbon–carbon coupling reactions of phenylacetylene with 4-
iodotoluene carried out in air. Transmission electron microsco-
py techniques showed the presence of metal Pd nanoparticles
distributed in a narrow range (1.0 nm–4.5 nm) with a mean di-

ameter of about 2.5 nm together with the presence of Pd and
Cu phases homogeneously distributed within the PVPy sup-
port. XAFS analysis allowed to characterize the structure of this

system indicating the presence of small metal Pd nanoparticles
with some alloying in the immediate subsurface layers with
few Cu atoms, whereas a portion of Cu atoms were in an oxi-
dized Cu2+ phase probably forming thin and incomplete shells
around the Pd-rich cores. The results here reported are an in-
teresting additional example of the strong relation between
structur features and catalytic properties in CuPd bimetallical
catalysts.

Experimental Section

CuPd Bimetallic Catalyst Preparation

The co-condensation of palladium and copper metals together
with mesitylene and 1-hexene solvents was carried out in a static
MVS reactor,[55, 56] equipped with two alumina-coated tungsten cru-
cibles that allowed evaporating independently the two metals.
150 mg of Pd and 60 mg of Cu were co-condensed with a mixture
of 1-hexene (30 mL) and mesitylene (30 mL) under high vacuum
(105mBar) on the cooled wall ( 196 C) of 8 a glass MVS reactor
chamber for one hour. The Cu/Pd nanoparticles solution (24 mL)

was added to a mesitylene (20 mL) suspension of the support (4 g)
(PVPy, Aldrich product, poly-4-vinylpyridine cross-linked with2%
divinylbenzene, particle size 60 mesh, 0.45= d= gm3) under
argon atmosphere. The mixture was stirred at room (25 C) temper-8
ature for 12 h. Cu/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles were quantitatively
deposited on the support, the colorless solution was removed and
the solid was washed with -pentane (two portions, 30 mL) andn
dried under reduced pressure (103 mBar). A quantitative analysis,
performed using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spec-
trometry (ICP OES, ICAP6300 Duo purchased from Thermo Fisher
Scientific) on a CuPd/PVPy sample, after microwave digestion of
the samples (ca. 5 mg of catalyst) and dilution with highly deion-
ized water (Milli-Q Academic, Millipore) to a final weight of 100 g,
revealed a 1.0 wt.% of Pd and 0.3 wt.% of Cu loading.

CuPd VPy-Catalysed Sonog hira Reaction of Phenyl-/P as
acetylene with 4-Iodotoluene

21.2 mg of CuPy/PVPy (2.0 10 -3 mmol of Pd; 1.0 10 -3 mmol of
Cu), tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB, 322 mg, 1.0 mmol), H2O
(5.0 mL), 4-iodotoluene (2.0 mmol), pyrrolidine (4.0 mmol, 284 mg,
334 L) and phenyl acetylene (2.4 mmol), were added under air at-m

mosphere into a 25 mL round-bottomed, two-necked flask
equipped, with a stirring magnetic bar. The reaction mixture was
stirred at 95 C. Samples of the reaction mixture, taken at different8
times, were cooled to room temperature, and then the organic
products were extracted with diethyl ether and dried over anhy-
drous sodium sulphate. Gas chromatographic (GC) analysis (Agilent
Technologies 6890N Network GC system equipped with an Agilent
HP-5MS bonded FSOT column (30 m 0.25 mm, 0.25 m) was eval- m

uated using calibration curves obtained with naphthalene and an
authentic sample of the expected product.

HRTEM and XAFS Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy analysis was performed using
a Zeiss LIBRA 200FE analytical transmission electron microscope,

Figure 8. Kinetic study of the Sonog hira reaction between 4-iodotoluenas e and phenylacetylene catalyzed by CuPd/PVPy, Cu/PVP and an equivalent physicaly,
mixture of Pd/PVPy and Cu/PVPy systems. Specific activity (SA) was calculated as moles of aryl iodide converted/moles of metal per hour (calculated at about
30% of conversion).



equipped with a STEM facility and EDS probe for chemical analysis.
The catalytic samples were deposited on a holey carbon film sup-
ported on a copper (or gold for EDS analysis) TEM grid (300 mesh).

The local atomic structure around the Cu atoms was investigated
by XAFS spectroscopy measuring the K absorption edge at the Ital-
ian GILDA (from 2015 named LISA) beamline[57] of the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). The sagittal
focusing monochromator was equipped with two Si (311) crystals
and used in dynamic focusing mode. [58] All X-ray absorption spec-
tra were collected at liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT) in order to
reduce the thermal effects. The reference samples (Cu metallic foil
and CuO and Cu2O oxides) were measured in transmission mode
using two Ar-filled ionization chambers to detect the incident (I 0)
and transmitted (IT) X-ray beams. The catalysts at the Cu K-edge
were measured in fluorescence mode (IF) using a 13-element high
purity Ge detector coupled to an -ray pulse digital analyzer forx
a more accurate dead time effect correction.[59] The absorption co-
efficients were calculated as ( ) ln( m E = I0/IT ) in transmission mode
and as ( ) (m E = IF/I0) in fluorescence mode. The XAFS catalytic sam-
ples were prepared mixing their fine powders with boron-nitride
and pressing them into pellets. The different sample amounts were
calculated[60] in order to achieve appropriate edge jumps. The
XAFS measurements of the reference samples were used to cali-
brate the energy scales, to align the absorption spectra and to
evaluate the S2

0 values.[61] The structural characterization was per-
formed taking into account the near edge structure (XANES) part
of the XAFS spectra and the extended X-ray absorption fine struc-
ture (EXAFS) data.

In particular the MXAN program, that applies the extended contin-
uum multiple scattering (ECMS) theory[51] to the first 200 eV of -x
ray absorption spectra, was used to perform a quantitative analysis,
including interatomic distances and angles, in the fitting procedure
of the CuPd XANES spectrum at the Cu K-edge. The MXAN fitting
procedure followed an iterative approach fitting one site but in-
cluding the contribution to the total absorption cross-section of
the second site whose local geometry was kept fixed.[62] The two
sites were combined in each fitting procedure with a 0.5 weight. In
the first step one site was refined while the other was held con-
stant; in the second step the second site was refined but the fit-
ting procedure included for the first site the best fit geometrical
conditions previously achieved and so on. The fitting procedures
the two sites where continuously and separately optimized until
a reasonable convergence was reached.

The EXAFS data or ( ), given by the normalized oscillations super-c k
imposed onto the measured absorption coefficient (m E) are defined
as ( ) [ ( )c k = m k m0( )]/k m0 ( ), wherek m0 (k) is the total atomic absorp-
tion coefficient and [2 (k= m E E 0 )/h

2 ] 1 2= is the photoelectron wave
vector given, where is the incoming photon energy andE E0 is the
threshold energy that is determined as the inflection point of the
measured absorption edge. The EXAFS data were extracted using
the HENA programAT [63] and the least-squares parameter fitting
was performed using the ARTEMIS program,[63] both implemented
in the IFEFFIT package.[64] The k2-weighted EXAFS data were Fourier
transformed using a Hanning window over a -range (2.7–12.2)k -1.
Data fitting was performed in R-space but the fitting procedure
was also verified in the back transformed k-space. EXAFS data anal-
ysis was used to determine the coordination numbers, N, intera-
tomic distances, R, and Debye–Waller factors, s2 , of the coordina-
tion shells around the central absorbing Cu atoms. An estimation
of the accuracy of the obtained structural parameters, compatible
with the data quality and k-range used[65] was achieved. In the fit-
ting procedure of the reference samples the coordination numbers

were fixed to the values of their corresponding crystallographic
structures and single and multiple-scattering contributions, calcu-
lated using the FEFF6 software package,[66] were used. The fitting
procedure of the EXAFS data of the CuPd catalyst was based only
on single scattering.
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